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Environmental Justice and Sustainable Citizenship 

Duke Global Asia Initiative and Duke Kunshan University 

May 22 – 24, 2017 

The Global Asia Initiative GAI) at Duke together with DKU will hold a conference on 
Environmental Humanities in Asia May 22-24, 2017. GAI has been preparing for this conference 
for a year and we held a preliminary workshop to set the agenda and themes for the conference on 
Jan 22-23, 2017.  The conference is to be titled, “Environmental Justice and Sustainable 
Citizenship” and will be among the first environmental humanities in Asia conference possibly to 
be held anywhere.  In this first year of the conference series, we will focus on comparable and 
connected issues regarding the environment in China and India.  

 

RATIONALE: Why sustainable citizenship and what does it mean? 

The term citizenship can best be understood historically as it has developed into the present.  
Over the last couple of centuries, it developed from the rights and duties between the nation-state 
and subject in the civic and military spheres.  Since the middle of the twentieth century, it has 
expanded to include a set of social and economic rights (right to food, education, health, etc) of 
individuals to be protected by law.  In deepening this realm of rights in welfare theory, thinkers, 
most notably, Amartya Sen developed the notion of ‘capabilities’ afforded by society and state to 
humans/citizens as the criterion  for the exercise of rights and freedom. In the absence of the 
apparatus to generate such capabilities, citizens’ rights could remain merely on paper.  

Philosophically, the enhancement of capabilities rather than a focus on maximizing growth 
or utility may be considered a more appropriate goal for a planet with finite resources.   

These arguments gain particular force when applied to a sustainable environment and what 
it would mean to have rights of citizens to a protected environment and fair share of sustainable 
resource use. While advocating the capabilities argument, the economist Tim Jackson has urged 
that capabilities and rights must be bound on the one hand by the scale of the global population 
and on the other by the finite ecology of the planet.  In order for the capabilities argument to 
provide justice not only for the poor of the planet but for the environment, it is necessary to re-
evaluate the basis for true human flourishing.  In these ways, we may return to such normative 
goals as Leopold’s Land Ethic while also attending to the vast numbers of humans across the world 
who are in reality excluded from genuine citizenship rights.  

The theme of sustainable citizenship and environmental justice thus offers a wide agenda 
of research to pursue in the environmental humanities of Asia.  The rights of citizens to be able to 
achieve their goals of livelihood, education and freedoms is matched by the research on what it 
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means to have a sustainable planet. The preservation of biodiversity; the value of animal life; the 
protection of our home and work place versus degrading other environments; the problems of 
governance and vested interests; the means – whether by governmental, activist or aesthetic—to 
enable and promote sustainable justice; the exploration of alternative modes, historical and 
contemporary, of human-nature relations; the inquiry into the optimal means of conserving and 
sharing scarce resources whether by spiritual or secular means, are some of the topics undertaken 
by the workshop participants. 

In this project, we understand citizenship not merely as an abstract set of rights, but seek 
to grasp how these rights may be intertwined with a deeper sense of belonging linked to practices 
and values of home and the landscape, animals and spirits, fairness and resilience. Are modern 
resources, such as ‘rights’ and civil society always compatible with or capable of furthering or 
adjudicating (dispensing justice to) these values? The workshop in Jan 22-23 addressed several of 
these issues and found them to be worth investigating in greater depth and extending the dialogue 
to researchers and scholars in China and India. 

PLENARY SESSION: 
What can Humanities and Interpretive Social Sciences do for Environmental Studies? 

 
Chair: Prasenjit Duara, Oscar Tang Professor & Director, Global Asia Initiative, Duke Univ 
 
Fanren Zeng 曾繁仁校长 
Former President, Shandong University  
 
"Cross-cultural Eco-aesthetics: Deconstructing the Traditional Chinese Aesthetic Category of 
‘Sheng-sheng’ (or Flourishing of Life) 跨文化研究视野中的中西生态美学 ----在比较视野中

对中国传统“生生”美学的解读 

(Full paper will be available in English and Chinese). 

Shuyuan Lu 鲁枢元教授 
Professor and Director of Research Center for Eco-Cultural Institute of Science, Huanghe 
Science & Technology College  

"Ecology, Religion and Modernization: Nature and Culture on Mt. Fangjing” 生态·宗教与现代

化进程——从梵净山的自然与文化说起 
 
(Interpreter for Profs, Lu & Zeng will be Prof Chia-ju Chang) 
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The main peak of the Wuling Mountains, Mt. Fanjing, is one of the first sites to be 

designated by UNESCO’s "Humans and Biosphere” program as a natural preserve. It consists of 
two distinct features: first of all, both the forests in the mountains and natural resources are well 
protected; secondly, it has a long religious tradition. Mt. Fanjing is the home for the famous no. 5 
sacred site—Maitreya Bodhimanda—but also the fountain place of one of the most primitive 
religions called Nuo. 

Compared with other creatures, the superiority and fortune of humans lie in their 
ownership of the earth’s "spiritual circle.” However, human society is now faced with all the 
ecological dilemmas that are causing its own demise. Something has gone wrong with this 
"spiritual circle" that humanity creates. As the slogan goes: "The protection of spiritual 
environment will lead to world harmony." The state of mind determines the well-being 
of  ecosystem and environment. The smog in our environment derives from our spiritual smog; 
we as human beings must first solve our inner spiritual problems in order to better deal with 
external ecological problems. 

Many religious cultures are fused with the natural world and human’s natural self, 
especially in Eastern religions and the so-called “primitive religions.” To create an eco-society in 
the Age of the Anthropocene, mending the spiritual circle of the Earth's deep ecological system, 
the Maitreya Bodhimanda, as part of the Mt. Fanjing's Buddhist culture and the adjacent local, 
folk belief and religion called the "Nuo culture" serve as a concrete case study. 

Yih-Ren Lin 
Professor, Taipei Medical University 
 

Traditional Territory Mapping as a Way of Revealing Ecological Citizenship 

Map is not just about space, but rather identity and social relations. This study will show 
how the indigenous Tayal people in Taiwan create a mapping event to resolve forest resources 
boundary conflict and dialogue with the state. Furthermore, through the event the Tayal 
indigenous people also reveal who they are and their close ecological relationship with the land. 
The concept of indigenous and ecological citizenship will be discussed in the paper. This study is 
based on the researcher’s long-term action-oriented participatory study with the Tayal tribe, the 
third largest indigenous group in Taiwan. Oral history, rituals, resources survey, and mapping of 
their traditional territory were recorded along with the social actions in their communities. The 
event is resulted from an illegal logging of a precious cypress tree in the state forest. While the 
offenders including some indigenous Tayal villagers were accused of the state, the Tayal 
indigenous council decides to apply their own social norm to deal with crime, simply breaking 
their law of invading other village’s forest resources. All sub-groups of the Tayal tribe from 
different river-basins were called to discuss and witness the trial. The event is called “Sbalay” 
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which has a double meaning of “seeking truth” and “reconciliation”. The major parts of the event 
to satisfy the causes including mapping of traditional territory, singing of oral migratory history, 
circling witness, pig sacrifice, and solidarity ritual will be discussed. This paper concludes that 
the indigenous way of natural resources conflict resolution show a land ethics and social identity 
that is strong enough to demonstrate their ecological citizenship worthy of reflection but 
unfortunately ignored by the Taiwan government until now.          

Dan Guttman 
Clinical Professor of Environmental Studies and Law, New York University – Shanghai 
 
The Global Vernacular of Governance: Translating Between China and US Environmental OS: 

A Core Task for Humanities 

There is now a global English language vernacular of “governance.” In relation to 
environmental challenges, students, scholars, practitioners and conferees in Beijing and 
Washington (and other locale) use terms like “transparency,” “NGOs,” “public interest law,” 
“sustainability” and “awareness,” when discussing global and local environmental challenges. But 
do these words have the same meaning in different heads?  

The talk will examine some of the vernacular’s key terms/concepts, and compare their 
practical meaning in China and US OS (Operating systems), in an effort to consider whether the 
vernacular is robust enough to permit deep communication between/among practitioners, students, 
scholars and officials from differing “OS”  The examples will (hopefully!) include some core 
imaginative frameworks deployed in the global vernacular, the actuality of China/US core 
environmental governance processes, including the role of “law” and other “rule sets,” the 
comparative  China/US contexts of “civil society, public interest law, movements, and NGOs,” 
and the emerging role(s) of “social media” and “information based regulation.” 

With the US and China as examples, I will suggest that, at present, the vernacular is not 
robust enough to be useful for those who would like to work or learn between or among 
systems.  As in past millennia, there is a core role for humanities in discerning the clues to 
translation needed to render the current global vernacular of governance the needed tool it might 
become. 

 

Urbanization and Ecological Citizenship 

Michael Douglass 

Professor of Public Policy and Professor at the Asia Research Institute, National University of 
Singapore 
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The Anthropocene and Planetary Urbanization – Migration and Climate Change Justice in Asia 

Two powerfully intersecting global megatrends – the advent of the Anthropocene and 
planetary urbanization – are fundamentally changing the dynamics of population mobility and 
attending questions of justice.  The Anthropocene – the geological age in which human actions are 
fundamentally transforming the global environment – is manifested in climate change and other 
anthropogenic disruptions such as extreme air, water and land pollution.  These assaults on the 
environment are displacing ever larger numbers of people, with those moving across international 
borders expected to radically increase in the coming decades.  Most of this forced migration will 
occur in Asia where national governments remain reluctant to either assist or accommodate 
populations dislocated by climate change, environmental disasters or conflict.  In addition, those 
dislocated by climate change do not qualify for assistance as refugees under United Nations 
conventions.  For such reasons climate change as a factor in migration continues to greatly 
underestimated, which further delays critically needed responses to both the practical questions of 
how the world will accommodate millions of climate change migrants crossing international 
boundaries, and how the impending moral crisis for climate change justice can be achieved in an 
international political system based on the sovereignty of nation-states. 

Accelerated urbanization in Asia Pacific is also contributing to heightened threats to human 
security by shifting populations to very large agglomerations in disaster-prone coastal and riparian 
regions in which environmentally degraded settlements continue to expand.  At the same time, 
urbanization is creating a global urban matrix of flows of household members and labor that not 
only reflect adaptive responses to climate change, but can also provide opportunities for better 
lives.  As climate change dislocations intermix with flows of people for other reasons such as 
conflict or economic betterment, new dynamics appear that are directing ever greater numbers of 
people to cities.   Whether cities provide exit from disaster prone localities and assistance through 
migrant remittances to those who stay behind, or instead become the locus of even greater 
vulnerabilities to global climate change greatly depends on substantially improving capacities for 
better urban governance. As globalizing urban networks form the global spatial matrix for 
accommodating migrants of all types, a new framework to conceptualize, gather evidence, and 
think through alternatives for action is needed.  Such a framework would give attention to 
grassroots movements at urban scales, and to the rising role of non-state actors as well as local 
governments in securing climate change justice. 

 

Ka-ming Wu 

Assistant Professor of Cultural and Religious Studies, Chinese University of Hong Kong 

Infrastructure and Ruins: the Case of Waste Treatment in China 
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Tons of solid municipal waste is created daily in mega Chinese cities. It is estimated that 

it takes at least one hundred thousand rural-migrants turned waste pickers to collect such a high 
amount of waste.  In this paper, I explore the relation between waste pickers, the infrastructure of 
waste treatment, and the containment of ruins in the context of rapid urbanization and the 
production of wasted materials in urban Beijing. By infrastructure, I refer not only to the built 
environment of landfills, incinerators, or the legal and bureaucratic set-up of recycling bins and 
disposal methods, but the informal labor of waste processing by rural migrants in the city margins. 
Extending Vinay Gidwani’s analysis of waste pickers’ “infra-structural” labor in India to the case 
of China, I show that that the infrastructure of waste management in China similarly operates 
through a huge informal economy of waste recycling, in which a large group of migrant workers 
not only collect but also live intimately with a landscape of ruins made of wasted materials. This 
paper asks how waste pickers are demanded to navigate in between different regimes of values 
and existence to in order to recreate the conditions of possibility for urban life. It also asks how 
they talk about and understand the condition of living with waste in order to keep the infrastructure 
of waste treatment intact. 

 

Amita Baviskar 

Professor, Institute for Economic Growth, Dehli 

Contested Spaces: Cities, Citizenship and Sustainability in India 

 Sharp social and economic disparities and severely compromised ecologies characterise 
the Global South and constrain its prospects for well-being. Nowhere is this truer than in Indian 
cities where each affluent gated community is serviced by a satellite slum, where high-end SUVs 
muscle their way through cycle-rickshaws and pedestrians, where mountains of solid waste are 
gleaning grounds for barefoot waste-pickers.  In this daunting context, striving for social justice 
and ecological sustainability calls for creative strategies.  Especially so for poor migrants who are 
labelled as ‘outsiders’ and labour under a double burden: blamed for straining urban resources and 
infrastructure and denied the civic services and entitlements due to them. 

My paper will discuss how poor migrants survive in the city, seeking to build secure homes, 
stable livelihoods and a better future for their children, under circumstances of political and 
economic adversity compounded by a bourgeois environmentalist discourse that condemns and 
persecutes them as urban interlopers and ecological villains.  I shall argue that the quest for 
environmental justice and sustainable citizenship in the city presents a distinctive challenge for it 
departs from the much-vaunted model of the ‘environmentalism of the poor’ (Guha 1997) which 
is believed to characterise rural India.  In their material relations and their aspirations, the urban 
poor defy the assumptions underlying the notion of ‘virtuous peasants’ confronting ‘vicious states’.  
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Their complex and compromised positions in the city compel these migrants to deploy a range of 
tactics that, at certain moments and in specific forums, engage with the idea of environmental 
justice (and, at others, ignore it altogether).  I shall conclude by arguing that, even as they have 
sometimes succeeded in gaining recognition and rights, the urban poor can do little to halt the 
blundering juggernaut that is Indian urbanization’s ongoing environmental disaster.  Instead of 
‘social limits’, we must look to ‘ecological limits’ and the agency of socio-nature for hope. 

I shall illustrate my argument by drawing upon research in Delhi among cycle rickshaw-
pullers, vegetable gardeners on the Jamuna riverbed, and solid-waste-pickers.                  

 

Environmental Justice and Political Ecology 

Ralph Litzinger 

Associate Professor of Cultural Anthropology, Duke University 

The Slow Violence of Black Lung 

This paper is an ethnographic and philosophical mediation on what the death zones of 
mining, industrial “accidents,” and various extractive industries have to offer to the making of a 
materialist environmental humanities.  Sudden death from mining and industrial accidents have 
been central to both socialist and post-socialist forms of development in China (and indeed to 
development around the world), and they have informed, albeit not always in the public domain, 
policy debates about responsibility, compensation, and justice for the families of the dead.  In this 
paper, I focus on the “slow violence” of deadly non-curable dust diseases like Black Lung, from 
which a reportedly six million miners in China suffer.  I am interested in the forms of citizenship 
that are articulated in the death zones of slow violence, and in the kinds of imaginaries of citizen 
subjects labor activists, former mining activists, charity organizations, and a wide range of 
volunteers are bringing to those who live lives surrounded by the deadly specter of Black Lung.  I 
also ask how we speak of such things as “sustainability,” ecological futures, more humane and 
eco-friendly forms of modernity and development, when these key words are seemingly so far 
removed from the everyday struggles of miners and their families.  This paper also observes that 
our lives – and the lives of many of the miners – are highly dependent on the deep earth minerals 
that fuel our digital media, smart phones, computers, batteries, and so much of our electronically-
mediated lives.  How do we speak of environmental justice, sustainable citizenship and alternative 
planetary futures when the extractive industries continue to plunder the earth and draw workers 
and families into these underground death zones?  Finally, how do miners and activists and those 
involved in the feminization of care for the ill understand the “rights” of the dying?  How might 
these forms of care and struggles for recognition and action open up new pathways for being and 
belonging for the most precarious and marginalized of China’s migrant laboring classes: those who 
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labor deep beneath the ground and whose slow dying remain all but hidden in dominant narratives 
of economic progress, national growth, and the China Dream? 

 

Mukul Sharma 

Professor, Indian Institute of Mass Communication 

Eco-Casteism, Dalits and New Commons in India 

The interrelationship between environment and caste, what can be referred to as eco-
casteism, has a long trajectory in India, which has also covertly shaped its environmental politics. 
Yet, the social history of Nature, and its implications and meanings for environmental justice, and 
for Dalits, has rarely been seen from a caste lens. Of late, however, a few Dalits and anti-caste 
intellectuals have begun questioning ecological and political contours of contemporary 
environmentalism in India. Dalit eco-experiences and narratives are different and distinct, 
underlining their everyday ecological burdens in a marked hierarchal order. Constantly living with 
nature, they are endlessly negotiating with, and challenging, caste domination, while 
simultaneously articulating their environmental imaginations. Dalit thinkers, and contemporary 
excavations of Dalit memory, create varied and alternative spatial and social metaphors around 
environment. 

This paper will look at the “commons” through the persona and labour of the indomitable 
Dashrath Manjhi, an ex-untouchable, the exceptional “mountain man” of northern India, who 
independently and single-handedly brought down a 360 feet long, 25 feet high hill, and created a 16 
feet wide pass in place of an almost impenetrable common, natural, hilly space. Outside the ambit 
of mainstream “environmentalism”, Manjhi was in many ways an environmental delight. Alienated 
from the village “commons” and faced with a hostile environment, Manjhi successfully created an 
alternative spatial metaphor to develop a new positive symbol of “commons”, for his personal and 
social identity. In the discourse of much of our environmentalism, commons are to be conserved and 
cherished for their ecological distinctiveness. However, as long as the commons are caste-dominated 
and do not also belong to the Dalits, their connection to a “common” identity is uncertain. In the 
realm of Dalits and commons, universal environmentalism – our sense of belonging – loses its 
appeal. The sovereignty of the commons makes sense only if it is also derived from Dalit 
sovereignty. Located on the edges of environmental, social and political concerns, the paper will 
explore how the idea of commons in leading environmental discourses intersects with dominant caste 
ideas in society and economy. The paper will juxtapose this to Dalit ways of seeing and defining the 
commons, and how these have different meanings for environment, justice and sustainability. 

Meena Khandelwal 
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Associate Professor of Cultural Anthropology, University of Iowa 

The Natural and Social Life of Wood 

We may think the simple question “What is wood?” has an equally straightforward 
answer, but humanities and physical sciences take us in different directions.  Fuelwood collected 
by women in rural Rajasthan, for example, is one thing to an engineer who works on energy and 
quite another to a feminist anthropologist.  My collaboration with an engineer highlights 
different ways that ‘wood’ might be understood and measured in the humanities, social science 
and applied science.  Wood is carbon that cycles through an ecosystem and constitutes an 
integral part of that system.  Wood is also stored energy that, when burned, produces heat that 
turns grain into food and, as a byproduct, smoke that burns eyes and blackens lungs.  Wood is 
labor in that the activity of collecting fuelwood for use in biofuel cook-stoves is hard work, 
generally done by women as part of their domestic responsibilities rather than for wages.  Wood 
is also community in the sense that the activity of fuelwood harvesting is generally done 
collectively.  Finally, wood is value in that it has an economy and circulates in and beyond 
Rajasthan via sharing, bartering and selling—in both subsistence and commercial economies.  

My focus here is methodological. Various processes involving wood can be measured 
empirically, but qualitative and quantitative methods produce data of different kinds and lead us 
in different directions.  My question is whether multi-disciplinary work linking STEM and 
humanities, the kind of research everyone seems to agree is needed, is possible. 

 

Re-Wilding the Rajasthan Desert 

Pradip Krishen 

Pradip Krishen calls himself an ‘ecological gardener’. He directs operations in Rao Jodha Desert 
Rock Park in Jodhpur, Rajasthan; in the Calico Museum Gardens in Ahmedabad, Gujarat; in 
Kishan Bagh Restoration Project in Jaipur, Rajasthan; and most recently in the restoration of the 
Bangar Forest of the Delhi Golf Course in New Delhi. He is the author of 2 books: Trees of 
Delhi (Penguin Books 2006) and Jungle Trees of Central India (Penguin Books 2014), and 
several articles 
 

Re-Wilding the Rajasthan Desert 

Since early in 2006, I have been involved in directing the ecological restoration of a 
volcanic outcrop in Jodhpur city, Rajasthan (India). The tract of land is owned by a private 
Museum Trust centred around a historic tourist site – the fort of Mehrangarh – and the initial 
impulse was simply to create a sustainable, attractive landscape as an adjunct to the Fort.  
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Over the years, it has grown into a successful ‘re-wilding’ experiment that has created a 

replicable protocol of how best to restore rocky habitats in dry, stressed landscapes in Western 
India. The project led to the creation of Rao Jodha Desert Rock Park, now an important feature 
of nature tourism in Jodhpur city, with a busy Visitors Centre, a range of natural history ancillary 
activities and exhibits and a publishing arm. 

My presentation – in the form of a PPT – is mostly a photographic narrative of the 
lessons, process, mistakes and take-ways from a successful re-wilding project that has become a 
model of how to achieve ecological sustainability in dry, stressed environments.  

The Asian Water Crisis (I) 

Arupjyoti Saikia 

Professor of History, Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati 

A River and Its Many Lives: Rethinking the Environmental Past of the Brahmaputra 

Not all rivers are tamed despite human ambitions to do so. Rather these rivers continue to 
shape human actions. Environmental historians can gain by paying attention to the intimate 
relations between water and humans (also non-humans). Such rivers can be understood better by 
attending to the actions of rainfall, sand, monsoon, and big geological uncertainties which 
constantly redefine the destiny of such rivers. Such rivers can be highly dynamic and natural spaces 
where, and along which, human dramas have continued to unfold. By drawing my example from 
the river Brahmaputra, which flows through China, India and Bangladesh, I argue for the equal 
need to study of those rivers which are little changed by human labour.  

 

The Brahmaputra is more an offspring of a natural past and less of a human history. 
Geological events marked its birth and had shaped its tumultuous destiny. Humans contributed 
little in changing its physical profile. Humans succeeded partially in domesticating the river’s 
floodplains. One can write three distinct kinds of history of the Brahmaputra: a physical history of 
its own, a history of human actions on it and a history of actions of the river which influenced its 
social surrounding. This paper investigates the deep history of the river by first telling about the 
birth of this gigantic river. In doing so, I have attempted to describe about its water, sand, plants, 
winds and living organisms. This takes me to describe how humans domesticated a river valley 
landscape a thousand years ago? To what extent had they succeeded or failed? As we know, 
humans have made never-ending attempts to overcome and use the disadvantages and advantages 
of the rivers. The paper further claims that human labours created only the modern Brahmaputra: 
boats and steamers plied, fishermen struggled with currents to fish, washermen washed dirty 
linens, people bathed, dead were cremated, and pilgrims travelled downstream to sacred sites. But 
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this could hardly alter the physical texture of the river. Most of these labours hardly affected its 
history as a natural river. This does not mean that the river has not changed and thereby nothing 
has changed in the human and the river relationship. This paper seeks to chronicle some of those 
changes and examine the complexities of this dynamic relationship, by drawing upon the field of 
environmental humanities.  

 

Chris Courtney 

Postdoctoral Fellow, Asia Research Institute, Singapore 

The Advance of the Crayfish: The Declining Biocultural Diversity of Chinese Wetlands 

This paper describes how the industrialisation of agriculture precipitated a profound 
transformation of the ecology and culture of the Yangzi wetlands. Historically, this region was a 
biodiversity hotspot, the ‘Amazon of the East,’ home to the most extensive system of wetlands in 
the temperate world. Thousands of years of human activity depleted the environment significantly, 
yet by the early-twentieth century, the middle and lower Yangzi still boasted a rich assemblage of 
flora and fauna. The local population exploited the wetlands for a wide range of subsistence 
activities, including agriculture, aquaculture, fishing, pastoralism, foraging, and hunting. These all 
cohered within a remarkably efficient agroecosystem, which fostered – and depended upon – a 
relatively biodiverse environment. Over the course of the twentieth century, this integrated system 
of agroecology was fragmented into multiple independent spheres. Symbiotic relationships 
between different forms of food production were lost, as farmers came to depend upon mechanical 
and chemical inputs. New hydraulic technologies - from large scale dams to small scale electric 
pumps - facilitated the desiccation of the wetlands. Traditional nutrient cycling was replaced by 
artificial fertiliser and pesticides. Meanwhile, the wild harvesting of spawn declined, as farmers 
began to use hormones to manipulate the reproductive behaviour of fish.  

The industrialisation of agriculture helped to precipitate a nutritional revolution, ensuring 
the Chinese people are now better fed than at any time in history. Yet it also caused an 
unprecedented loss of marshes and lakes, and a concomitant decline in both terrestrial and aquatic 
biodiversity. Most surviving watercourses were degraded by pollution and eutrophication. It was 
in this context that red swamp crayfish (Procambarus clarkii) forged a new eco-niche in the 
Chinese wetlands. Originally introduced from the United States by the Japanese in the 1930s, these 
crayfish have successfully invaded rivers, lakes, and paddy fields throughout the country. Resilient 
to both strong currents and pollution, they proved perfectly suited to the new agro-industrial 
landscape. Although they pose a significant ecological and economic threat, outcompeting native 
species and destroying rice fields, their success has been facilitated by human action, as farmers 
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have responded to the growing culinary market for ‘little lobsters’ (小龙虾). Environmental 
historians have often used indicator species – such as elephants and tigers – as indices to measure 
the broader health of Chinese ecosystems. This paper uses the advance of the red swamp crayfish 
to highlight the fate of the Yangzi wetlands in the modern era. The remarkable success of this 
species not only demonstrates the declining ecology of the region, but also reveals the extent to 
which the local population has been compelled to abandon an ethos of sustainable environmental 
management.  

 

Rohan D’Souza 

Associate Professor, Graduate School of Asian and African Area Studies, Kyoto University 

Sustainability against ‘Safe Operating Space’ India’s Cusec-Megawatt Rivers and Writing 
Environmental History in the Anthropocene 

Once again, writing environmental histories on South Asia requires a conceptual pause. In 
part, this obligatory hesitation is to reconsider whether the existing tool kit of ideas, notions and 
theories need revision ? Simply put, have the twinned challenges of ‘globalization and global 
warming’ profoundly unsettled our understanding of  what me mean by terms  such as  
‘environment’ or  ‘Nature’ ?  

South Asian environmental history has largely occupied itself with trying to  explain the 
complicated and troubled relationships between dramatic ecological change and British colonial 
rule. The first framework ─ widely referred to as the ‘colonial-watershed thesis ─ claimed that 
British colonialism radically undermined a prior   ecological harmony that characterized  social 
organization  in South Asia.  In contrast, the ‘continuities-with-change’ advocates argued that 
while the ‘pace of change’ was undoubtedly ‘rapid and epochal’, radical environmental transitions 
were not entirely new in the Indian sub-continent.  While these two frameworks have over the 
years dueled, debated and generated a rich and productive scholarship, they have, significantly as 
well, offered useful critiques of development, questioned economic growth and helped set contexts 
for grappling with elusive terms such as sustainability. In recent years, however, a robust 
scholarship has emerged that claims  that the  ‘Anthropocene’ is upon us. A new geological epoch 
that announces that planet earth has moved to a ‘point of no return’ by going past the climatic 
variability of the Holocene.  

My presentation/paper will discuss the implications of this conceptual turn to the 
Anthropocene by resituating environmental history writings on colonial hydrology in South Asia. 
I  explore the many tensions in colonial and independent India that erupted between what I term 
as the cusec-megawatt river and floods and fisheries. I argue that most environmental histories 
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about river control in South Asia have tended to, thus far,  accept the engineering vision of treating 
rivers as merely volumetric flows.  By rehearsing and engaging with  a range of hitherto untapped 
primary sources on rivers in Eastern India, I will argue instead that a case for an ecological-flow-
of-pulses can be made.  

By thus reconsidering flows as ecological qualities rather than as engineered resources, 
environmental history writing on South Asia can be re-tooled and repositioned.  The river of pulse 
may be better equipped to negotiate   ‘planetary boundaries’ and politics in the Anthropocene 
rather than further elaborate the case for   sustainability for national development. In sum, I would 
argue that the understanding of sustainability that can be traced to the Brundtland  Commission 
(1987) is now compelled to  respond to the new  realities brought forward  by Earth System 
sciences and environmental politics in the Anthropocene.    

 

The Asian Water Crisis (II) 

Lili Song 

Professor, Tsinghua University 

Water Systems, Water Keepers and Consciousness of Citizenship – A Case Study Based on 
Beijing River System 

With the drastic development of industrialization and urbanization in China, while people 
have been immersed in enjoying the outbreaking material welfare from the development, there 
emerges the environmental issues such as pollution, smog, toxicity, water shortage and climate 
change which threat the very security of the existence, and question the sustainability of the 
consumerist revelry. Taking Beijing water supply as an example, with the trim and uniform 
designing and construction of the water system being developed to cater for the enjoyment of 
citizens’ lives, it however confronts the increasing shortage and pollution of water supply. Then, 
there have appeared groups of people in Beijing who come out of doors every weekend to walk 
along the city rivers to concern themselves for and to care about the water situation. I have 
personally joined them for half a dozen years. With double identities, both as a common citizen 
and an academic scholar, participating the water keeping activities, I come to find that I have been 
trapped in two main paradoxes; one of which is that my vocation of environmental protection 
challenges my enjoyment of modernization and globalization, or rather it pushes me to favor the 
pre-modern way of life and culture spiritually rather than materially, the other of which is that 
while the development of social construction makes life exceptionally efficient, convenient and 
comfortable, the satisfaction and happiness about life however goes with the deterioration of the 
natural conditions. I can’t help asking what caused this paradoxical split?  There must be a missing 
link between the fulfillment of being a citizen and the over-fulfilled material construction. 
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To address this question, my presentation plans to take a geographical and historical 

perspective to examine the missing link of the split. It will focus on water system construction in 
Beijing by analyzing and relating Li Yuhong’s A Brief History of Contemporary Beijing Urban 
Water System, and Lao She’s 1950 drama The Ditch of Dragon Palpus plus a TV program of The 
Third Mediating Room. Through historical review and reflection, it finds that the split was closely 
related with the over-construction resulting from the two conspiracies: one of which is the 
conspiracy of the political power and individual material desire, the second of which is the 
conspiracy of global capital and economic surge and corrupted political and individual ambition. 
The missing link lies in the unbalance between the over-presence of government power and 
absence of individual citizenship awareness which is the basic level of “seeking to grasp how rights 
may be intertwined with a deeper sense of belonging linked to practices and values of home and 
the landscape, animals and spirits, fairness and resilience”. In China the awakening of citizenship 
consciousness which is associated with the sense of security and sustainability of existence, such 
as security of food, air and water, are very likely interrelated with and mutually generated by the 
awakening of environmental consciousness.  So in order to put the missing link back, there must 
be a process to commence the presence of individual citizenship awareness. The presentation tends 
to put forward that to startup the presence involves three changes including both top-down and 
bottom-up changes: first, the change from insatiable and consumerist citizen to self-regulated and 
self-contented citizen; second, the change from subservient and obedient citizen to participating 
and independent citizen which is likely to be achieved through education of individual ability of 
critical thinking; third, the change from passive and ignorant followers and benefit taker to active 
and caring participants and responsible overseers. As claimed by Rachel Carson, “the obligation 
to endure gives us the right to know.” The completeness of citizenship consciousness contains both 
endurance and right, right and responsibility, responsibility and independence, independence and 
love in the world not only of humans but also of natural beings.   

 

Pichamon Yeophantong 

Assistant Professor of International Relations and Development, University of New South Wales 

The Role of Science, Culture and Religion in River Activism in East Asia: Cases from China, 
Cambodia and Myanmar.  

This paper explores the interplay of science, culture and religion in cases of river activism 
in East Asia. In a bid to ‘modernize’ and meet growing energy demands, the region’s governments 
have actively pursued ambitious hydropower schemes, yet often at the expense of indigenous 
communities as well as the natural environment. The social and environmental costs of large dam 
construction are well-documented: from the destruction of historical and cultural sites to 
deforestation and the forced relocation of local peoples. Focusing on anti-dam activism on China’s 
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Nu-Salween (the Nu hydropower cascade) and Upper Lancang (the Lancang hydropower cascade) 
Rivers, Cambodia’s Areng River (the Cheay Areng hydropower project), and Myanmar’s 
Irrawaddy River (the Myitsone hydropower project), this paper analyzes the varied roles played 
by scientists, engineers, cultural groups, and religious figures at different stages of issue emergence 
and evolution: that is, in stoking activism, mobilizing resistance, framing the discourse, and 
effecting policy and/or social change.  

Through this comparative analysis of Chinese-financed hydropower projects, the paper 
will reveal the centrality of cultural ideas, religious beliefs and scientific values to the legitimation 
of civic activism—and by extension, to the relative success of localized resistance in the cases 
examined. While an extensive body of work exists on the activism of science- and religion- based 
epistemic communities in Western societies, less has been studied within an Asian context. As 
such, the policy implications of East Asia’s nascent and cross-cutting epistemic communities will 
also be considered in this paper, alongside a broader discussion of their importance in promoting 
environmental justice and sustainable citizenship across the region and beyond. 
 

Spiritual Ecologies 

Robert Weller 

Professor of Anthropology, Boston University 

Religious Change and Disturbed Religious Ecosystems in Jiangsu, China 

Rapid urban expansion in wealthy parts of China has led to the resettlement of many 
villagers into high-rise buildings, making earlier forms of material and cultural life impossible.  At 
the same time, large-scale urban reconstruction has displaced many old city neighborhoods.  One 
result is that the territorially-based religion described in much of the anthropological and historical 
literature has become increasingly untenable as the entire ecosystem surrounding has grown 
unstable. This talk examines what appears to be an especially creative zone for religious 
innovation:  the expanding urban edge.  The cases come from various cities in southern Jiangsu 
and focus on ghost attacks, a spirit medium network, and innovations in the forms and objects of 
temple worship. Theoretically, the paper thinks about ecosystems in the broadest sense of 
complexly articulated systems, without assuming a divide between nature and culture. 

 

Chris Coggins 

Professor of Geography and Asian Studies, Bard’s College at Simon’s Rock 

Wind-Water Polities: Village Fengshui Forests and Sustainable Citizenship in China 
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This multidisciplinary research adopts a capability approach to examine the historical 

geography, culture history, and political ecology of China’s fengshui forests (fengshuilin). 
Preserved and managed by lineage villages for centuries in order to enhance collective prosperity, 
wellbeing, and good fortune, the forests comprise the most ecologically significant remnants of 
the original subtropical broadleaf evergreen forest and tropical monsoonal forest biomes of central 
and southern China. Despite their broad distribution (across 10-14 provinces) and socio-ecological 
importance, fengshuilin are little known to citizens of urban China and thus lack significant state 
recognition and protection across most of their range. Negligence of this cultural and biological 
heritage is a function of modern ideological proscription against fengshui belief and practice, in 
conjunction with a lack of scholarly understanding of the religious, cosmological, aesthetic, 
political, and pragmatic motivations and actions of lineage-based communities in their adaptation 
to, and alteration of subtropical ecosystems. 

As the first range-wide field study of fengshuilin, this research attempts 1) to map their 
geographic distribution using expert knowledge, GIS, and ground truthing; 2) to analyze historical 
and contemporary forest and landscape management, lineage fengshui values, and environmental 
perception; 3) to develop a typology of fengshui forests in both Han and non-Han communities; 
and 4) to engage with conservation experts in China in an effort to promote fengshuilin 
preservation while noting the discursive (re)positioning of fengshui and fengshui forests as the 
PRC attempts to develop an “ecological state” (shengtai liguo).  Data on 44 villages in Guangdong, 
Fujian, Jiangxi, and Hunan provide biological and ecological evidence of the socio-environmental 
adaptive functions of fengshuilin management, and their critical role in protecting biological 
diversity and cultural identity. The shifting discursive position of fengshuilin is defined by three 
periods: 1) the long era of patriarchal, patrilocal lineage communities, when fengshui ensured vital 
continuity between humans and natural resources; 2) the revolutionary materialist movements 
targeting fengshui landscapes for radical socio-ecological reform; and 3) the new nature 
conservation era, when the Chinese Communist Party reconfigures the nation as “the ecological 
state.” Five seasons of mixed-methods field research on 44 fengshui forests in four provinces of 
southern China, along with preliminary results from the first attempt to map the existing 
distribution of these unique cultural features, demonstrate the ecological consequences of 
traditional village forest management, Maoist efforts to subjugate fengshui landscapes, and post-
Maoist efforts to restore forests under new names (e.g. fengjinglin, “scenic forests”) and emerging 
national conservation frameworks.  The political ecology of fengshuilin as ancient, 
intergenerational common pool resources (CPRs) intersects with Capability Theory (Sen and 
Nussbaum).  The entanglement of these forests within shifting discourse on the environment, 
fengshui, and “the anthropocene” (renleishi) shows potential for new conceptions and practices of 
sustainable citizenship based on culturally specific forms of topophilia, biophilia, and the 
reinvention of local cosmological ecologies. China’s current land use laws and environmental 
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policies are challenged with the task of adjudicating and dispensing justice that encompasses these 
values. 

 

Jianhua Ayoe Wang 

Researcher at the Yunnan Provincial Institute for Ethnic Studies, Yunnan Minzu University 

Sacred Landscape and Sustainable Citizenship of Mengsong Akha Community in 
Xishuangbanna, Southwest China 

Sacred natural sites are found in every country. The important role of sacred natural sites in 
natural conservation have been recognized by international conservation organizations like WWF, 
IUCN, The Nature Conservancy, UNESCO, among others. I argue that a sacred natural site is an 
organic part of a broader sacred landscape, by which I refer to the territorial environment 
perceived and culturally presented/transformed by a society according to their worldview and/or 
belief systems.  

According to their animist beliefs, Akha people, a Tibeto-Burman speaking group, perceive 
and present their environments into a sacred landscape composed of six cultural ecotopes with 
various degrees of sacredness. These six ecotopes are forbidden, restricted, modified, transformed, 
domesticated, and created zones respectively. In this paper, I will demonstrate how a traditional 
Akha society managed their natural resources sustainably in such a sacred landscape, through a 
case study of Mengsong Akha community in Xishuangbanna, Southwest China. 

However, the traditional management system was abandoned forcefully due to adoption of 
socialist commune system in 1958, and the sacred landscape has been gradually destroyed since 
then, which resulted in dramatic decrease of forest areas and degradation of the rest forests. The 
trend was not stopped even by inclusion of most Mengsong forests into the newly established 
Bulong Nature Reverse in 2009.  Failure of the state efforts in conserving forests and wildlife has 
forced Mengsong community leaders to start considering to revitalize sacrality of the landscape. 
Two issues have been put on their prioritized agenda for this purpose. First, they consider to 
revitalize a traditional sacrificing ritual to their communal sacred forest Sanpabawa. Second, they 
started considering to build some bird-and-animal watching points for tourists and photographers 
at various traditional sacred natural cites.  

As it made the community a sustainable society, sacred landscape, once again, has become 
the most powerful concept and cultural heritage for Mengsong Akha community to negotiate for 
participating in conservation and co-management of local forests and wildlife with the government 
agencies. It is hopeful that revitalization of sacred landscape would not only promote reforestation, 
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but also allow Mengsong Akha community to regain sustainable citizenship, involving more 
positively in the governmental campaign of eco-civilization construction.  

 

Meng Yue 

Associate Professor Department of East Asian Studies, University of Toronto 

When Anarchists Met Buddhists: Once a Future to Alternative Anthropocene 

Globalized factory farming system and the meat-heavy dietary regime it fostered best 
embodied the way the human collective becoming the destructive, self-contradictory dominance 
force of the Anthropocene. The globalization of such anthropos, however, was not without drastic 
and sometimes deliberate erasures of those minor histories of planetary-friendly definitions of the 
human and related dietary choices. In this essay I argue that such minor histories were not limited 
to that of the indigenous people but also manifested as conscious practices of the modern, cross-
cultural and cosmopolitan groups and networks. To know the choices left in the Anthropocene, it 
is important to remember these minor histories and their envisioning of the future of the humanity 
and the planet.   

More specifically, in this paper I seek to bring back to light a cross-cultural moment when 
Anarchism found affinities with that of the lay Buddhism in creating politically radical yet animal 
friendly, planetary concerned human collective. I look into how the Anarchist practice of animal-
human relations became part of the overseas experiences of radical figures such as Li Shizeng 
(1881-1973), Zhang Jingjiang (1877-1950), Jiang Kanghu (1883-1954) among others and how 
such practice merged with the newly expanded cultural network of lay Buddhism in China's 
Republican time. I close read selected essays from The New Century (Paris 1907), Haichaoyin 
(1920-1949) and other journals to demonstrate the formation of the radical and animal friendly 
human collective. I also highlight the infrastructures and social formations though which such an 
alternative human collective could perform and prolong, for example as universities facilities, 
social clubs, publications and vegetarian restaurant and manufacture.  I argue that the 
disappearance of such a minor history calls for a critical rethinking of how has Anthropocene 
advanced with “the great acceleration" since the postwar time and in the past thirty years.  

 

Representing Degradation –Photography and Literature 

William Schaefer 

Assistant Professor of Chinese, University of Rochester 
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Circulatory Environments, Circulatory Cultures, and Photographic Ecologies 

This presentation is part of a larger research project exploring how photography is a site 
for staging and rethinking fundamental questions of the relations between culture and nature in the 
present moment––and thus for learning to picture, with fierce precision, the Anthropocene. The 
photographers whose work I explore reconceive both media and subjectivity in radically 
environmental terms: they have understood photographs not to be mere depictions of 
environments, but rather that the very materiality and forms of photographic images are emergent 
from interactions of ecological processes composed of matter, objects, bodies, spaces, surfaces and 
markings, the atmosphere, liquids, pollution, and light. Their photographic practices and 
discourses are thus highly critical of dualist conceptions of photography modeled on the camera 
obscura and the division it structures between the world and its representation, or of photographic 
representations as indexical “imprints” of the world. Instead, their work allows the human to be 
seen as one among many contingent agents within ecological processes, whether by exploring the 
imbrication of modernist formal abstraction and environmental history or by exploring how the 
materiality of film is itself a living ecology of animal, vegetable, and mineral matter. 

In this presentation, I shall focus on how Zhang Kechun depicts ecosystems of cultural 
artifacts, water, land, and sky in the large-format, slightly opaque color photographs of his project, 
Yellow River (2010-2012). Zhang's work, I claim, draws upon both the aesthetics of abstraction 
and the opaque materiality of film to connect the classical Chinese painterly aesthetics in which 
"the great image has no form" (da xiang wu xing) to a pervasive environmental haze of pollution, 
sand, and dust. Inspired in part by Zhang Chengzhi's novella of geography, geology and 
photography, Rivers of the North, Zhang Kechun depicts landscape as produced through cultural, 
historical, and ecological circulations: the interplay of historical and cultural artifacts and water in 
all its boundedness and boundlessness as together constituting the ecosystems of China’s 
hinterland environments. As I will show, such photography constitutes a crucial medium for 
picturing––and, indeed, itself mediating––the relationships between historical and geological time 
reconfigured by the idea of the Anthropocene.  

 

Carlos Rojas 

Professor of Chinese Cultural Studies; Gender, Sexuality, and Feminist Studies; and Arts of the 
Moving Image, Duke University  

Of Mice and Men: Examining Parasitical Logics of Protest and Community through Jia 
Pingwa’s Fiction 

Jia Pingwa’s 2013 novel The Lantern Bearer opens with a description of a pair of 
seemingly-unrelated events. First, the mayor of Cherry Town—a remote community located deep 
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in the Qinling mountains in central China’s southern Shaanxi province—organizes a mass protest 
to block the construction of a new highway that would have run through the town; and second, as 
this protest is underway, a vast cloud of lice suddenly blankets the town’s streets and its residents. 
Although this lice infestation and the highway protests are not causally connected, they 
nevertheless parallel one another in a suggestive manner, while also foreshadowing some of the 
central concerns of the overall novel. In particular, although the infestation and the protests initially 
appear to be merely minor irritants, they both nevertheless end up having significant long-term 
implications, becoming integral parts of the bodies and communities on which they impinge. 
Looking at The Lantern Bearer and some of Jia Pingwa’s other works, this paper will examine the 
parasitical logics of protest and community, particularly as they relate to sociopolitical dynamics 
in contemporary China.  

 

Kathinka Fürst 
Research Fellow, Netherlands China Law Centre, University of Amsterdam 
 

Smog Art in China: Ten Shades of Grey 
 

Air pollution has been a persistent problem in China for several decades. Whilst the 
political space for public protests against ambient air pollution is highly restricted, particularly 
regarding pollution from diffuse source in urban areas, artists have produced direct and explicit 
criticisms against poor air quality. Smog art, which refers to artwork that engages with the issue 
of severe ambient air pollution, has become increasingly common in China. For example, in 2014 
artist Kong Ning arranged for herself to be photographed in Tiananmen Square holding a painting 
from her “smog baby” depicting a child wearing a face mask. And artist Wu Di photographed a 
young girl at the Temple of Heaven wearing 445 face masks, equivalent to the number she would 
wear until China’s expected meeting of WHO air quality standards in 2030.  

Chinese smog art has attracted growing media interest, yet has not been systematically 
investigated. This presentation will provide an overview of the artistic ways public discontent 
towards air pollution is being expressed in China and explore why smog art has emerged, how and 
the meanings the creators of such form of artistic expressions attach to their work—including the 
extent to which they view smog art as a form of resistance. 
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Representing Degradation –Citizen Science 

Erika Weinthal 

Professor of Environmental Sciences and Policy and Professor in the Sanford School of Public 
Policy, Duke University 

Citizen Scientists as Agents of Environmental Advocacy: Lessons from India with implications 
for China and Russia 

Citizens are increasingly engaged in monitoring and evaluating environmental changes. 
Citizen science -- the public participation of non-scientists in scientific research – allows citizens 
to be involved in scientific endeavors through assisting with data collection and monitoring of 
environmental processes such as water quality, wildlife tracking, and glacier size. This talk 
presents results from collaborative research in India that has examined individual-level 
motivations and impacts of citizen science participation. Findings suggest that citizen science may 
contribute to increased environmental awareness among the general public, allowing citizen 
scientists in India promote environmental principles through an active environmental advocacy 
network. The talk will conclude with implications for both China and Russia that face both similar 
and different constraints on citizen participation in science-based projects. 

 

Sam Geall 

Research Fellow at the Science and Technology Policy Research, University of Sussex 

Journalism and citizen science in a changing climate 

Climate change represents a destabilizing phenomenon with non-linear and uncertain 
dynamics. In China, journalism on climate change has helped to create political spaces where 
outcomes are not known in advance, and where people therefore might therefore generate political 
positions that challenge dominant narratives around science, technology and the environment. 
These spaces, the paper argues, present new possibilities for understanding citizen science and the 
politics of climate change in a warming Asia. 

 

Animals and Humans 

Haiyan Lee 

Professor of Chinese and Comparative Literature, Stanford University 

Through Thick and Thin: The Romance of the Species in the Anthropocene 
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The emerging field of animal studies has a curious relationship with environmentalism. Instead 
of fitting comfortably in the latter’s capacious tent, animal studies has chafed at 
environmentalists’ commitment to holistic communitarianism best represented by Aldo 
Leopold’s “land ethic.” The land ethic approaches the biotic community as a pyramidal 
ecological system that turns on the relations between producers and consumers and between 
predators and prey rather than as an egalitarian moral community. Animal rights activists have 
thus repeatedly clashed with conservationists in an internecine fight poignantly dramatized in 
T.C. Boyle’s novel When the Killing’s Done (2011). 

In this paper, I argue that environmental justice cannot be secured by either the deontological 
argument underlying animal rights or the utilitarian argument often used to justify the land ethic. 
Instead, we might draw on the pragmatist traditions East and West and view justice not as a sui 
generis good but as a larger loyalty achieved as much by the moral imagination of the particular 
as by rational deliberation on the universal. Using a French novel (The Roots of Heaven, 1958), a 
Chinese novel (The Disappearance of Lao Hai, 2001), and a Chinese film (Monster Hunt, 2015) 
as my examples, I demonstrate how literature can help enlarge our loyalty and build ethico-
ecological subjectivity by bringing particular instances of non-human distress into aesthetic, 
affective, and moral proximity with us. 

 

Chia-ju Chang 

Associate Professor of Modern Languages and Literatures, Brooklyn College 
Rescuing the Animal Other as Self-Redemption: A Comparative Study 
 

The paper is an exploration of the idea of redemption in relation to film medium. Here 
“redemption” is a secular term, dis-entangled from the Christian notion of sin. Placed in an 
animal advocacy or ecocritical context, it refers to the meaning of bringing back: to rescue and to 
make amends for the injustice done to nonhuman animals by the capitalist machine. Both digital 
film media and the animal advocacy documentary genre are a means of redemption in this sense 
of the word. In view of Siegfried Kracauer’s articulation of cinematic redemption, which sets out 
to “render visible what we did not, or perhaps even could not, see before its advent’” (1997:300), 
I recast the film medium as an animal activist apparatus: to reveal any forms of ill treatment of 
animals through cinematic exposure.  

I probe more deeply the relationship between the animal advocacy film and the idea of 
redemption and liberation from a cross-cultural perspective. I begin with Ursula Heise’s 
argument in Imagining Extinction that narratives of animal activism, knowledge about species, 
conservation, etc., are de facto human stories that we tell about our origins, communities, 
histories and identities. This insight sheds light on the role that indisputable humanity plays in 
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the discourse of conservation, animal activism and science. Here I ask a slightly different 
question as to why individuals would devote time and energy to save animals at all, especially to 
the extent of risking their lives?  

There is a common theme running through many Western or transnational animal 
advocacy films, narratives and documentaries: the call to animal activism seems to fulfill a 
deeper and more fundamental psychological/psychotherapeutic, emotional or spiritual need to fill 
what Jean-Paul Sartre calls the “God-shaped hole” that lies at the center of modernity. This urges 
me to conclude that, Western animal activism narratives are ultimately about self-redemption: to 
come to terms with one’s personal or collective shame, guilt or remorse. While this can 
potentially be an effective strategy that resonates with the public, I will also provide a 
comparative perspective of Chinese and Taiwanese animal activist documentaries as points of 
comparison. From Buddhist and ecofeminist standpoints, the logic of redemption cannot solve 
the basic problem because the sense of separation will remain unchanged. For Buddhism and 
ecofeminism, the central problem is a sense of separation from others. Once that sense of 
separation collapses, then the natural response is compassionate identification. 
 

Yuan-chih Lung 

PhD Candidate, Institute of Science, Technology and Society, Tsinghua University 

Beyond Boundaries: the Giant Pandas and Their Natural Habitat 

Viewed as exotic creatures discovered in China, the giant pandas had since 1869 been hunted 
and captured to the West. This “panda boom” in the western world had in return attracted the 
attention from the Chinese people and its government. Giant pandas have become the most 
representative object of study in local field research of natural resource. In 1963, some of 
habitats of the giant pandas were included in the earliest national natural reserves. In the 1980s, 
the Chinese government launched its first field scientific study of the giant pandas with WWF 
(World Wildlife Fund). This suggests that the research and conservation of giant pandas in China 
have since the beginning crossed the boundaries between the government and non-governmental 
organizations and went from nation to the international arena.   

As the technology of artificial insemination gained significant progress since the 1990s, the early 
practice of capturing of pandas from the wild had gradually been phased out. Due to other 
reasons such as the difficulties of field research and the general acceptance of captivity as a way 
of “ex-situ” conservation, the Chinese government and the science community had also put more 
resources into captive pandas, so do the media and the public. All of this is depriving once again 
giant pandas of their natural habitat. The giant pandas not only become the “national treasure” in 
China but also the symbol of no national boundaries; they are considered as umbrella species of 
their own habitat as well as well-known “cute animal” in the zoos. If we compare the process of 
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“save the giant pandas” in the 1980s with the recent trend in the science community, which 
emphasizes on habitat conservation and reintroduction of captive pandas, there is clearly a strong 
tension between the “ex-situ” and the “in-situ” practices in pandas’ protection history. This paper 
deals exactly with the disconnection and the re-connection between giant pandas and their 
natural habitats from the perspective of science communication. It aims at demonstrating the 
dynamic changing process of the idea of “nature” on the basis of field research, interviews, 
media presses and academic literatures. 

 
Jeffrey Nicolaisen 

PhD Candidate of Religious Studies, Duke University 

Monkey-Human Relations in the Galluscene 

Gallus gallus, the red junglefowl, commonly known in American English as a chicken (G. gallus 
domesticus) spread across six of the seven continents, becoming the most common bird in the 
world. In 2014, humans slaughtered 64 billion of these animals, with 4.2 billion in Africa, 21 
billion in the Americas, 26 billion in Asia, 11 billion in Europe, and close to one billion in 
Oceania (FAO 2017). Like their dinosaur ancestors before them, the fossilized remnants of their 
bodies delineate the geological time scale. According to modern mythology, humans emerged 
from nature to till the land, establish governments, develop technology, and form human 
civilization. This view requires the erasure of the multi-species origins of civilization. What has 
come to be called “civilization” began first where conditions arose that enabled complementary 
species to engage in mutualistic relationships (Diamond 1997). This paper examines “sustainable 
citizenship” in the Anthropocene by examining both terms: sustainable and citizenship. 
“Sustainability” itself as translated into Taiwanese Chinese is “perpetual development” 
(yongxufazhan 永續發展). In other words, the standard Taiwan translation highlights the 
inseparability of the idea of sustainability from economic development and linear time. The 
modern notion of “citizenship” on the other hand only functions well in a single-species human 
society, as it only recognizes the citizenship of a single species. However, civilization from its 
beginning has always been a multi-species project, and the fundamental concept of biology—
evolution—is premised on the idea of adaptation, not sustainability. If we reject linear views of 
time and instead focus on circulatory forces and transcendence as proposed by Duara (2014), we 
must broaden the scope of our history in deep time. To square the circle of sustainable 
citizenship, I propose an alternative name to the Anthropocene, the Galluscence. This decenters 
the human in an epoch when the nearly two trillion G. gullus that have been composted into the 
earth crust in the last seventy years provide a better geological marker than a few billion humans 
that have a tendency to foreground themselves in historical narratives. 
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In order to do this, I examine the conflict over how Taiwanese macaques (Macaca cyclopis) and 
Taiwanese humans (homo sapiens) may cohabitate. This involves a fundamental ontological 
disagreement on the place of macaques in society. A small group of citizen researchers in 
Taiwan encounter opposition from mainstream biologists in Taiwan because they promote direct 
interaction between humans and monkeys. At stake is a fundamental conflict between which 
species achieves access to the fruits of other species such as peaches (Prunus persica) and 
tomatoes (Solanum lycopersicum), a question that strikes at the root of food scarcity and 
adaptation of multiple species. Thus, I argue that the environment-al human-ities in Asia must 
come to terms with its internal contradiction. Are we studying the environment or the humans? If 
we put humans into an assemblage with other beings, do we have something different than the 
environment-al human-ities that fits our academic purposes better? In the Galluscene, when the 
bodies of human citizens do not merely interact with but are actually composed of the bodies of 
other species, who eats who is a fundamental question in which humans, monkeys, peaches, 
tomatoes, and chickens all have an interest. 

	

	

	


